
 

Suffixes 
-tion  -sion 

 

invitation persuasion conclusion decision 

competition detection production impression possession 

education collection comprehension explanation 

 

1. Choose the correct word from the list above to complete each sentence. 

a. The ___________________ between the two sides intensified after the referee blew a penalty. 

b. “In ___________________, I’m happy to announce everyone passed their exam!” smiled Ms Rivera. 

c. Ultimately, it was a wise ___________________ to move to a new city. 

d. The technician calibrated the radar for the ___________________ of low flying aircraft. 

e. The __________________ of bottlecaps was to raise money for charity. 

 
2. Rewrite the focus words in alphabetical order. 

________________________________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 
3. Use the following words in sentences.  

a. devastation - ________________________________________________________________________ 

b. opposition - _________________________________________________________________________ 

c. illusion - ____________________________________________________________________________ 

 
4. Use the suffixes ‘sion’ and ‘tion’ to turn the verbs into nouns. 

 
Verb  Noun   Verb  Noun 

illustrate     impress   

                
explode      demonstrate   

         

Focus Words 



 

Suffixes Answers 
-tion  -sion 

 

invitation persuasion conclusion decision 

competition detection production impression possession 

education collection comprehension explanation 

 

1. Choose the correct word from the list above to complete each sentence. 

a. The competition between the two sides intensified after the referee blew a penalty. 

b. “In conclusion, I’m happy to announce everyone passed their exam!” smiled Ms Rivera. 

c. Ultimately, it was a wise decision to move to a new city. 

d. The technician calibrated the radar for the detection of low flying aircraft. 

e. The collection of bottlecaps was to raise money for charity. 

 
2. Rewrite the focus words in alphabetical order. 

collection, competition, comprehension, conclusion, decision, detection, education, 
explanation, impression, invitation, persuasion, possession, production 

 
3. Use the following words in sentences.  

a. devastation - ________________________________________________________________________ 

b. opposition - _________________________________________________________________________ 

c. illusion - ____________________________________________________________________________ 

 
4. Use the suffixes ‘sion’ and ‘tion’ to turn the verbs into nouns. 

 
Verb  Noun   Verb  Noun 

illustrate  illustration   impress  impression 

                
explode  explosion    demonstrate  demonstration 

         

 

Focus Words 


